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Abstract

In this paper, a model for Reuse-in-the-Large (RITL) is proposed. RITL aims at provid-
ing large-grain components and giving information about the creation of these components,
in order to reuse these components and the information to improve the process of software
development and maintenance.
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1 Introduction

The technologies applied to software reuse may be classified into two groups, i.e. reuse-in-the-small
and reuse-in-the-large. The former is centered on the reuse of small code components such as
objects in object-oriented programming or packages in Ada[Bigg 89], while the latter is centered
on the reuse of large-grain code components such as subsystems and the information about their
designs.

Following [Li 91], we believe that, although reuse-in-the-small is a necessary part of software
reuse and is moderately successful in some areas, it is fundamentally limited by our lack of informa-
tion about the whole process of software development and maintenance in which the reuse is going
to take place [Li 91]. Therefore, our research attention is drawn to reuse-in-the-large.

In this paper, a model for reuse-in-the-large is presented. This model aims at providing large-
grain components and giving information about the creation of these components, in order to
improve the process of software development and maintenance by reusing both these components
and the information.

The motivation to establish the particular model is derived from observing forward engineering
and reverse engineering[Chik 90]. In forward engineering a lot of information remains undelivered
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[Webs 88] whereas, for the sake of reuse, in reverse engineering quite a lot of similar information
has to be recovered [Chik 90]: software producers make puzzles that reverse engineers solve.

As Webster points out[Webs 88], conventional software methodologies are product-oriented; they
were developed to address design artifacts, they do not adequately address representation needs
about the creation of the artifacts. Accordingly, we need a means to strengthen software repre-
sentation and we need to address research questions: (1) How to make a large-grain component
reusable, i.e. how to make a large-grain component easy to maintain, evolve and reconstruct in
order to adapt the component to similar applications. (2) How to organize, manage, and manipu-
late a collection of reusable (large-grain and small) components in order to improve the process of
software development and maintenance.

In this paper, we distinguish design representation from implementation. A design representa-
tion refers to the output of the design phase of a software life cycle, such as a design specification,
while an implementation refers to the output of the implementation phase, such as executable code.
Consistent with this distinction, we use the term design information to refer to the information
concerned with design, the information about design and the information about design process
[Webs 88].

In section 2 the criteria and the strategies of reuse-in-the-large are presented. In section 3 the
model for reuse-in-the-large is addressed. In section 4, 5 and 6 the concept, structure and features
of large-scale components are described. In section 7 we demonstrate how the process of software
development and maintenance may be improved by the reuse of large-scale components. Finally, in
section 8 the conclusion is provided.

This work is part of a reuse project in Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands.

2 The criteria and strategies of reuse-in-the-large

Criteria normally refer to a group of standards by which something can be judged or decided. In
order to judge the capability of reuse-in-the-large and evaluate the strategies to realize reuse-in-the-
large, several criteria are addressed as follows.

• capability of representing large-grain components and design information,

• capability of generating a group of large-grain components,

• capability of applying organizational principles for component representation including infor-

mation hiding, genericity, tailoring and so on, and

• capability of enhancing the process of software development and maintenance in terms of reuse.

The strategies which we address in order to realize reuse-in-the-large, are

• design-centered reuse,
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• domain-oriented reuse,

• architecture-based reuse, and

• life-cycle-supported reuse.

In the following part of this section, we outline the strategies and evaluate them according to the
criteria.

2.1 Design-Centered Reuse

Software reuse may refer to the reuse of code components, the reuse of design information, or
the reuse of both. Design-centered reuse refers to the reuse of both code components and design
information in such a way that the design information is taken as the key to reuse. Representation
of design information should be reused in the phases of software design and software analysis; while
furthermore it should allow to provide an abstraction to support the reuse of code components.

In order to provide an abstraction of a large-grain component, design-centered reuse suggests
that the structure of a large-grain component should contain the different levels of abstraction of the
component. The structure of the large-grain components describes the organization of the design
specifications, the implementations and other information about the design of the components.
The different levels of abstraction may be derived from the process of software design which is seen
as successive elaborations of design representation[Webs 88]. The design representation may be
given in terms of specification languages. The relationships between the different levels of design
representation is: a higher level design representation acts as the abstraction of the lower level
design, and the lowest level design representation acts as the abstraction of its implementation.

Design-centered reuse aims at providing guidelines to bind small components into the structures
of large-grain ones, offering information to understand and reuse large-grain components, and giving
support for the maintenance, evolution and reconstruction of the components.

2.2 Domain-Oriented Reuse

Software reuse often refers to the reapplication of the same software artifacts to meet requirements in
the same or different applications (use-as-is)[Bass 87]. However, in most cases, rather than the same
artifacts, similar artifacts are required[Bass 87]. Domain-oriented reuse emphasizes the capability
of generating a collection of similar large-grain components, in order to meet similar requirements
on the same domain (Note: Domain refers to a set of current and future applications marked by a
set of common capabilities and data [Pete 91]). So, whereas some other kinds of software reuse aim
at reducing the redundant efforts in the design of the same artifacts, domain-oriented reuse aims at
reducing the redundant effort in the design of similar artifacts in a domain.

Domain-oriented reuse is based on the apparent commonality in the capabilities and data about
a set of similar applications of the same domain. For example, when an operating system must
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be designed, the designers have to identify the domain by simply answering the question ‘what
operating system is ’. Such a question together with its answer is domain information. Furthermore,
we think that the design decision about a particular design is usually concerned with the selection
of an appropriate design instance from a collection of alternatives[Ruga 90]. For example, when an
application is concerned with sorting , a designer usually investigates the properties of a group of
components for sorting, such as Quick-Sort, Heap-Sort, Merge-Sort and so on.

2.3 Architecture-Based Reuse

The key organizational principle used to form modules is information hiding . However, as indi-
cated by Parnas [Parn 89], applying this principle as a basis for developing software components is
not always easy because additional design information is required when decisions have to be made
about the change of the components. Furthermore, currently used techniques for information hid-
ing, typically leading to black-boxes , may not be directly applicable for large-grain components (
subsystems or even systems) without loosing the ability to reuse[Li 91], due to the heavy degree of
parameterization required for reusing the components. This is because the changes of large-grain
components are too difficult to be represented by means of parameterization[Phil 87].

Architecture-based reuse provides an organizational principle for organizing both large-grain
code components and design information into a unique software component, which supports a flex-
ible change of the component. The term (software) architecture refers to the organization of func-
tions and objects, their interfaces, and the control to implement applications in a domain [Pete 91].
The term flexible change refers to the capability of maintenance, evolution and reconstruction of
large-grain components.

It is our opinion that the architecture of a large-grain component takes the design and the sub-
designs of the component as black-boxes at different abstract levels. Such an architecture implies
that each of the black-boxes may be opened once the detailed design has to be modified.

Using the different levels of abstraction is beneficial to both the understanding and the manipu-
lation of large-grain components. First, we believe that, in developing and understanding complex
phenomena, the different levels of abstraction are the most common and most efficient tools to
human intellect. Second, in software engineering practice, the methods of software development are
commonly based on object-oriented decomposition or algorithm decomposition[Booc 91], yielding
the different levels of abstraction. Therefore, the history of decomposition can be tracked down if
the architecture of a large-grain component provides the different levels of abstraction, as discussed
before. Maintaining such history allows guiding reusers to browse through the architecture of the
components, to locate elements to modify, and to supply necessary information and resources for
any required modification.
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2.4 Life-Cycle-Oriented Reuse

The term life-cycle-oriented reuse refers to reuse during the whole life-cycle of software, including
analysis, design, implementation and maintenance. Such a reuse requires a means of representing
the information concerned with each phase of the life-cycle and to develop tools to support the
reapplication of the information.

Although many kinds of information can be reused, at present, only small pieces of information
can efficiently be formalized and efficiently be reused[Webs 88]. Our strategy is, therefore, to identify
the information which can be formalized and adopted in the practice of software development.

First, diagrams are perhaps the best-known means of representing software analysis and design.
The basic advantage of using diagrams such as data-flow graph is their graphical nature, although
their basic disadvantage is the lack of semantics [Katw 90].

Secondly, we select design specification as the information of design phase. Such specifications
may be either semantic specification in terms of VDM[Jone 86], Z[Lano 89] and so on, or specifica-
tions such as MILs[Prie 86] and EDFG[Katw 90]. Such design representations provide semantics of
the design artifacts or bring about abstraction of the artifacts.

Thirdly, in order to support software maintenance, we may build the connection between the
different levels of decomposition, representing the history (snapshot) of software development. Such
a connection may provide an architectural super structure[Bigg 89] that binds small components into
a large-grain one, and may be used for the understanding, the modification and the manipulation
of large-grain components.

Finally, in order to support the evolution and reconstruction of large-grain components, we
further select information to represent design frameworks (generic designs). as well as the resources
for the instantiation of the frameworks.

We are of the opinion that – if the information discussed above is reused efficiently – the life-
cycle of software development and maintenance can significantly be improved. The questions are,
however, how to organize these kinds of information and how to apply them to software life-cycle.

3 What is the model?

The model. RITL (Reuse-in-the-Large) is a model for software reuse, concerned with methods
and a support environment for the creation and reapplication of large-scale components . Applying
this model aims at improving the process of software development and software maintenance.

Large-scale components. A large-scale component is an integral representation of a software
component and containing both the code component and the information about its design. A large-
scale component may be as large as a module ( a package of a set of interrelated objects as addressed
in object-oriented design[Booc 91]), a subsystem or even a complete system. The advantage of using
large-scale components over using small code components is that a large-scale component provides
a basis for the construction of similar large-grain components by reusing both code and design
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information.

The support environment. The envisaged support environment of RITL encompasses a com-
ponent base, which provides a repository for large-scale components, and a design assistant, i.e. a
set of tools to represent and manipulate large-scale components. The examples of these tools are:
tools to specify the design of large-scale components; tools to browse through the structure of the
whole or any part of a large-scale component; tools to generate implementations (large-grain code
components) from large-scale components; tools to support the construction of design and tools to
modify and reconstruct a large-scale component.

Reuse, cost and limitation. RITL aims at improving the process of software development
and maintenance by the reuse of large-scale components. As indicated, this kind of reuse is very
different from the reuse of small code components. RITL supports the reuse of the super structure
that small components may be bound into. Moreover, the classification problem and the search
problem[Neig 89] can be minimized by the reuse of design information appended to the structure,
as discussed later on. This design information specifies the binding of small components into
the super structure in order to generate a large-grain component. Therefore, the cost of reusing
small components on particular building the super structure[Bigg 89] may be significantly reduced.
Finally, there is the limitation that whereas a small code component may be reapplied to many
different application domains, the reuse potentials of a large-scale component are logically limited
to a single domains, although there has nothing to reject the normal reuse of small components.

4 The concept of large-scale components

A large-scale component may be formally defined as 4-tuple:

large-scale-component = (design-framework,design-instance,domain-resources, refinement)

Design framework is an abstraction of a scope of similar components in a problem domain. A
design framework consists of a specification and a structure, the former specifying the generic design
of the similar components, the latter describing the analysis corresponding to the design. Both of
them are centered on a set of abstract (or non-abstract) objects and the relationships between the
objects. The semantics of a design framework acts as an algorithm which tells us how to organize
lower level entities (objects and relationships) into alternative design instances.

Design instance is an instance of design framework, a representation of a specific design. A
design instance consists of a specification and an architecture. The specification of a design instance
specifies the design of a large-grain component and describes the dependency between this com-
ponent and other components. The architecture consists of a set of objects and the relationships
between them.

Domain resources consist of a domain model and a set of domain entities [Pete 91]. The domain
model is the definition of the abstract objects and relationships appearing in the design framework.
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The domain entities provide the instances of the abstract objects and relationships being defined.
The domain entities are the values of the domain model.

Refinement is the detailed design or the implementation of the design instance. A refinement
consists of a set of (lower level) large-scale components or implementations. Each of the (lower
level) large-scale components or implementations is an elaboration of an object appearing in the
design instance, and such an elaboration inherits the semantics of this object and relationships
between this object and others. The refinement may be recursively continued until all objects in
the design instance are suitable to be implemented in terms of small components, such as objects
in object-oriented programming language or the packages in Ada.

Figure 1: The structure of a large-scale component

5 The structure of large-scale components

As a large-scale component is defined recursively, a hierarchical structure can be identified from it.
The hierarchical structure can be identified by taking the refinement of a large-scale component
as lower level representation of the large-scale component. Such a hierarchical structure can be
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formally defined as follows.

H-Structure ::= record

design-framework;
design-instance;
domain-resources;
refinement;
end;

refinement ::=











a set of small code components;
and

a set of pointers to H-Structures;

The nodes only containing code components are called terminal nodes , and non-terminal nodes

otherwise.

From the hierarchical structure, the design information and the implementation of a large-grain
component can easily be distinguished. Considering the nodes of the structure, we find that the
terminal nodes of the structure form the implementation of a large-grain component, and the non-
terminal nodes of the structure contain information about the analysis and design of the component.

Looking into each non-terminal node, three pieces of information can be investigated: design
framework, design instance and domain resources. Let DF stand for design framework, DI for a
range of design instances, and DR for domain resources. According to the definition of large-scale
component, the relationships between DF, DI and DR may be described as follows:

DF : DR −→ DI

i.e. a design framework is a mapping from domain resources to a range of design instances.

Additionally, in order to provide an intuitive impression of large-scale components, the structure
of large-scale components is sketched in Fig. 1.

6 The features of large-scale components

There are several features of large-scale components which may be used to improve the capability
of reusing large-grain code components and its design information.

6.1 Different Levels of Abstraction

A large-scale component provides different levels of abstraction for a large-grain component. At
top level, a large-scale component provides specifications of the large-grain component, allowing
identification, understanding, and use of the large-grain component at the highest abstract level.
Furthermore, we can look into the detailed design of the large-grain component, which is provided by
the refinement of the large-scale component. The refinement of a large-scale component refines the
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objects which form the design instance. According to the definition of large-scale components, the
refinement may be continued recursively, level by level, until the objects to be refined are suitable to
be implemented in terms of small code components. The representations derived from the different
levels of refinement provide the different levels of abstraction. Obviously, according to the different
levels of abstraction, each sub-large-grain component (or sub-sub-large-grain component, etc.) can
be identified, understood and reused at an abstract level.

6.2 Information for Generating Similar Components

A large-scale component provides information (i.e. design framework and domain resources) to
modify or reconstruct its constitution. A design framework of a large-scale component can be
seen as a template which provides a pattern to generate similar components; and the domain
resources provide candidates (other reusable components) to instantiate the template. The design
instance of a large-scale component is to be seen as an instance of the template, and one or more
similar (but different) design instances may also be generated by the instantiation of the design
framework. Therefore, similar large-scale components may be generated by replacing one or more
design instances with other instances of design frameworks according to the different levels of
abstraction. As a result, a large-scale component is a component itself, while, it is, furthermore, a
basis for the construction of similar components from this and other reusable components.

7 Outline of reuse-in-the-large

RITL may be characterized by the creation and reuse of large-scale components and the claim is that
the process of software development and maintenance can be enhanced by the reuse of large-scale
components. In this section we will discuss such an enhancement.

7.1 Reusability Information for Analysis

According to Booch[Booc 91], analysis is the process of modeling the world by identifying real
world components such as subsystems, modules and primary objects, which form the vocabulary of
a problem domain [Booc 91]. Practically, each large-scale component or its sub-component provides
a concept which may be characterized by three dimensions: design framework (a general concept),
design instance (an instance of the general concept), and domain resources (sub-concepts and their
thesauruses), and these provide a vocabulary.

The output of analysis is information which tells us the required behavior of the system (or
component) we must build[Booc 91]. We claim that such information is contained in a large-scale
component. The behavior of a large-grain component is described in a large-scale component in
two ways: First, the design framework of a large-scale component catches the common behaviors of
a set of components of a domain, described in terms of a set of abstract (or non-abstract) objects
and their relationships. Secondly, the design instance describes the behavior of specific components
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in terms of a set of objects and the relationships between them. While the information provided
by a design framework may be used to analyse a collection of components in an abstract form, the
information provided by a design instance includes the analysis of an element of this collection.

7.2 Reusability Information for Design

Design is a process of inventing the abstractions and mechanisms that provide the behavior a system
requires [Booc 91]. Our claim here is also that the abstraction and mechanisms may be provided by
the specification of design framework, the specification of design instance and the domain resources.

The specification of a design framework provides a generic design by representing the common-
alities of a set of design instances. Such a specification can be fully reapplied to build a collection
of similar design instances in a domain and is, therefore, reusability information for design.

The specification of a design instance provides abstraction for further refinement or accommo-
dates blueprint for implementation. The same specification of a design instance can be shared by
either different refinements or implementations and is ,therefore, reusability information for design.

The domain resources are created somewhere else and listed in a large-scale component as
candidates for the re-design or re-implementation of a large-grain component, in order to reuse this
component in different applications. Therefore, they are reusability information for design.

Moreover, the structure of a large-scale component partially records the history (snapshot) of
design decomposition and, therefore, partially supports the reuse of design process. Using this
structure, similar large-scale components can be designed by browsing through the structure and
modifying the old decisions of design decomposition.

7.3 Implementation Enhanced with Reusability

Traditionally, software reuse is supported by library components. In terms of RITL, large-grain
components can be reused, based on the reuse of large-scale components. Firstly, according to
the structure of large-scale components, a set of large-grain or small-grain components may be
identified from the hierarchical structure of a large-scale component and each of them can be
used at specification level. Secondly, since a single large-scale component may easily be modified,
evolved, or reconstructed, a range of similar code components can be generated, based on a single
large-scale component, as discussed before. Finally, reuse-in-the-large is not a way to deny reuse-
in-the-small. A large-scale component may be viewed as a mechanism in which small components
are organized in such a way that reusability may be emphasized. For example, instead of retrieving
components from library, domain resources provide the components when needed; by identifying
the relationships between a component and its related domain resources and design frameworks,
the user may not only obtain the thesaurus of the component, but also find a group of application
environments where the component may be applied to. The thesaurus of a component refers to the
components which are the values of the same domain model of the domain resources. The application
environments of a component refer to the design frameworks which can be instantiated with this
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component. Therefore, in terms of large-scale components, the process of software implementation
may be enhanced.

7.4 Maintenance Enhanced with Reusability

It is generally accepted that the lack of design information and the lack of automated support in
component manipulation complicate software maintenance and enhancement.

RITL supports software maintenance by allowing the modification and reconstruction of a sub-
system or system (large-grain component) at different design levels. First, when a system is rep-
resented as a large-scale component, the design information of the system is distributed on a hi-
erarchical structure. Such a structure can be browsed with a tool of design assistant. Because of
the browsing of this structure each particular part of the system can be located when it needs to
be modified, enhanced or reconstructed. Associated with such a located part, there is a template
(design framework) which may be used to produce a similar design of the part, while furthermore
there are domain resources which provide candidates to instantiate the template. Since the elements
of domain resources may be other large-scale components, the detailed design and the code of the
located part may be provided automatically.

8 Conclusion

In order to support reuse-in-the-large, criteria were addressed and strategies were proposed. Fol-
lowing these strategies, a model for reuse-in-the-large was provided, which is centered on the repre-
sentation and reuse of large-scale components. After the description about the concept, structure
and features of large-scale components, we described how the process of software development and
maintenance may be improved by the reuse of large-scale components.

However, as indicated by Biggerstaff[Bigg 89], reuse-in-the-large ( or very-large-scale reuse al-
ternatively [Bigg 89]) introduces a whole new set of research problems. The final target of this kind
of reuse is to make component representation sufficiently general and to allow reuse over a broad
range of software systems. Our model is one step forward towards this final target. Although we
are satisfied with our model as it shows already the power of reuse-in-the-large, there is still a lot
of work to be done. Our future research will be centered on developing tools concerned with an
evolutionary process for the creation of large-scale components and the accumulation of reusability
information.
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